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	For web developers and software architects this book will provide a vital guide to the tools and capabilities available to PostGIS spatial databases. Packed with hands-on recipes and powerful concepts.


	Overview

	
		Integrate PostGIS with web frameworks and implement OGC standards such as WMS and WFS using MapServer and GeoServer
	
		Convert 2D and 3D vector data, raster data, and routing data into usable forms
	
		Visualize data from the PostGIS database using a desktop GIS program such as QGIS and OpenJUMP
	
		Easy-to-use recipes with advanced analyses of spatial data and practical applications



	In Detail


	PostGIS is a spatial database that integrates advanced storage and analysis of vector and raster data, and is remarkably flexible and powerful. PostGIS provides support for geographic objects to the PostgreSQL object-relational database and is currently one of the most popular open source spatial databases. If you want to explore the complete range of PostGIS techniques and expose its related extensions, this book is a must-have.


	This book is a deep dive into the full range of PostGIS topics, with practical applications of the concepts and code. It is a comprehensive guide on the PostGIS tools and concepts that are required to manage, manipulate, and analyse spatial data in PostGIS. This book is packed with systematic instructions of hands-on examples and in-depth explanations. Even for experienced users, this book will serve as a great source of reference by providing new ways of working with PostGIS through the book's easy-to-follow approach.


	This hands-on guide looks at key spatial data manipulation tasks, explaining not only how each task is performed, but also why. It provides practical guidance allowing you to safely take advantage of the advanced technology in PostGIS in order to simplify your spatial database administration tasks.


	This practical book will help you take advantage of basic and advanced vector, raster, and routing approaches. You will learn to use the concepts of data maintenance, optimization, and performance, which will help you to integrate these into a large ecosystem of desktop and web tools.


	With this comprehensive guide, you will be armed with all the tools and instructions you need to both manage the spatial database system and make better decisions as your project's requirements evolve.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Import and export geographical data from the PostGIS database using the available tools
	
		Structure spatial data using the functionality provided by the combination of PostgreSQL and PostGIS
	
		Work with a set of PostGIS functions to perform basic and advanced vector analyses
	
		Connect PostGIS with PHP, Java, and .NET
	
		Learn to use programming frameworks around PostGIS
	
		Maintain, optimize, and fine-tune spatial data for long-term viability
	
		Explore the 3D capabilities of PostGIS, including LiDAR point clouds and point clouds derived from Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques
	
		Distribute 3D models through the Web using the X3D standard
	
		Use PostGIS to develop powerful GIS web applications using Open Geospatial Consortium web standards
	
		Master PostGIS Raster



	Approach


	An easy-to-use guide, full of hands-on recipes for manipulating spatial data in a PostGIS database. Each topic is explained and placed in context, and for the more inquisitive, there are more details of the concepts used.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a web developer or a software architect, especially in location-based companies, and want to expand the range of techniques you are using with PostGIS, then this book is for you. You should have some prior experience with PostgreSQL database and spatial concepts.
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Introduction to Network Security (Networking Series)Charles River, 2006
In today's online, connected world where computers outsell TVs and e-commerce sales surpass those of "brick-and-mortar" stores, secure network environments are a necessity. Weaknesses within networks have led to the rapid growth of identity theft and computer virus outbreaks, so the demand for skilled and aspiring system administrators...
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Vintage Games: An Insider Look at the History of Grand Theft Auto, Super Mario, and the Most Influential Games of All TimeFocal Press, 2009
Vintage Games explores the most influential videogames of all time, including Super Mario Bros., Grand Theft Auto III, Doom, The Sims and many more. Drawing on interviews as well as the authors' own lifelong experience with videogames, the book discusses each game's development, predecessors, critical reception, and influence on the industry. It...
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Resource Allocation in Project ManagementSpringer, 2005
The book is devoted to structural issues, algorithms, and applications of resource allocation problems in project management. Special emphasis is given to a unifying framework within which a large variety of project scheduling problems can be treated. Those problems involve general temporal constraints among project activities, different types of...
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Gepäcklogistik auf Flughäfen: Grundlagen, Systeme, Konzepte und Perspektiven (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Welche Wege nimmt das Gepäck, wenn es vom Passagier am Check-In-Schalter auf das Band gelegt und am Ankunftsflughafen wieder vom Passagier in Empfang genommen wird? Welche Technologien und Konzepte könnten in den nächsten Jahren an den Flughäfen international anzutreffen sein, welche werden sich durchgesetzt haben. Wie...
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Visual Six Sigma: Making Data Analysis Lean (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Because of its unique visual emphasis, Visual Six Sigma opens the doors for you to take an active role in data-driven decision making, empowering you to leverage your contextual knowledge to pose relevant questions and make sound decisions.


	This book shows you how to leverage dynamic visualization and exploratory data analysis...
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Cyber Forensics: A Field Manual for Collecting, Examining, and Preserving Evidence of Computer Crimes, Second EditionAuerbach Publications, 2007
Updating and expanding information on concealment techniques, new technologies, hardware, software, and relevant new legislation, this second edition details scope of cyber forensics to reveal and track legal and illegal activity. Designed as an introduction and overview to the field, the authors guide you step-by-step through the basics of...
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